MELANIE FROM T&T

At Travel & Treasures I look for unique experiences, fantastic adventures and unforgettable places. Let’s be Travellers, not Tourists. For the past 5 years I have been living abroad as an expat in the Middle East and the Indian Ocean soaking up other cultures, living a polyglot life with daily cravings for new destinations to explore. Being a travel blogger I feel blessed to live the travel dream. My passion is photography and as a drone pilot I’m usually flying with the local birds to ask them for the best angles and secret spots. Come with me and let’s unlock foreign countries, make new friends with locals and capture the essence of traveling, while tasting the flavors of our hotspot cities all around the world.

GLOBAL AUDIENCE

KEY INTERESTS
- Travel
- Photography
- Art & Design
- Food
- Culture

AGE & GENDER
- 25-34 YEARS OLD
- 41% MALE 59% FEMALE

LANGUAGE
- 63% English
- 18% German
- 9% Spanish

AUDIENCE REACHABILITY
- 76% FOLLOW LESS THAN 1,500 OTHER ACCOUNTS

121,000+ SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

10,000+ UMV WEBSITE

AERIAL DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY

TRAVEL & LIFESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO

360DEGREES & 3D VIRTUAL REALITY